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Mainframe Support Forums IBM Mainframe Application programming Development Solutions: Free IBM
Mainframe Software Download, Online Forum, Reference Manuals, Sample Programs, Mainframe JCLs,
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NOTIFY is a JCL keyword which requests system to send a message to a user (user here can mean a
mainframe user ID) when the job completes processing.
Check status of jobs in REXX - JCL
Git (/ É¡ Éª t /) is a version-control system for tracking changes in computer files and coordinating work on
those files among multiple people. It is primarily [citation needed] used for source-code management in
software development, but it can be used to keep track of changes in any set of files.
Git - Wikipedia
A component of software configuration management, version control, also known as revision control or
source control, is the management of changes to documents, computer programs, large web sites, and other
collections of information.
Version control - Wikipedia
Configuration Management Frequently Asked Questions. This information is now obsolete and is retained
online only for archival purposes. Introduction
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